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Distribution of orbital periods
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Techniques for selecting very wide pairs

[1] Angular correlation function

Compare a catalogue with a random distribution
of pairs: any excess reveals the presence of
binaries at that separation

ΔNpairs(θ)  ∝ θ     for a uniform distritibution



Number of pairs as
 a function

of separation

Excess:
fobs/frandom

Sesar et al.2009

SDSS

Fraction of binaries:
1 - frandom/fobs



[2] Common proper motions



Catalogues by Luyten (NLTT, LDS)

Photographic photometry: poor for astrophysics

Candidates : only ONE value for PM !

Large mean error: 20 mas/year : 
                   we may be missing many binaries! 

59,000 stars + 6121 candidates
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rNLTT: r(evised)NLTT (Gould & Salim 2003)

2 epochs : POSS I  + 2MASS : 45 years baseline

 optical + IR photometry combined

absolute precision in PM : 5.5 mas/year

relative precision for binaries : 3.3 mas/year



Selection by colour (metallicity) : disc vs halo



Selection by reduced proper motion (RPM)

Idea: use a quantity that may reflect the 
absolute magnitude even if we do not know the 
distance :
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Selection by reduced proper motion (RPM)

proxy for absolute magnitude if same transverse velocities

Idea: use a quantity that may reflect the 
absolute magnitude even if we do not know the 
distance :

v⊥ = 4.47 μ DV−MV = 5 log D − 5

VRPM  = V − 5 log μ



Chaname & Gould 2003





(almost) the distribution from Öpik (1923) ...
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Very wide separations



Applications: 
[1] constraints on dark matter content

 Fragile binaries : tidal effects from the Galaxy 
A massive object passing by at a distance b 
produces a kink in velocity :

 potential energy
Frequency / impact parameter / density of perturbers  

Critical separation :

 kinetic energy



Monte Carlo simulations 
of the survival of wide binaries in the 

Galactic tidal field



Limits to the amount of baryonic 
dark matter in the Galactic halo



Types :

MS + MS

MS + WD

WD + WD

Applications:    [2] stellar evolution



SDSS : Sloan Digital Sky Survey





[NII]

[NII]



Summary

[1] Efforts for finding (and confirming) new
                         CPM binaries are definitely worthy !     

[2] CPM binaries are key for understanding :  

formation of binaries disc/halo
fraction of dark matter within our Galaxy

new constraints on stellar evolution




